
Add the word peculiar to these sentences.

Frank thought the situation was_____________.

“How _____________ it was!” remarked Ida.

I felt a little _____________ for a while.

My sister’s behaviour is very _____________.

Trace the word peculiar. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word peculiar. 

 
  
 

Which word class does the word 

peculiar belong to?

Write the syllables of the word peculiar 
inside the hands.

Finish off the word peculiar.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: peculiar 1

peculiar

pecu                                        liar

                       r p                         

Which of these words means the same as peculiar?

sudden expected strange supposed

Write your own sentence containing the word peculiar.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word peculiar.

perculiar         perculiar        pacyulier

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

peculiar

peculiar

________
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: perhaps 2

Add the word perhaps to these sentences.

                          I should have been honest.

“                          you may like this,”  

the waitress suggested.

It is                        not surprising  

that he was caught.

                        we can go to the cinema today.

Write the syllables of the word  
perhaps inside the hands.

Finish off the word perhaps.

 
Now write the full word.

per                                              aps

                        s p                          

_______

Write another word that you can make out of the  
letters in the word perhaps.

           

Write your own sentence containing the word perhaps.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word perhaps.

purhaps          perrhaps         pehapps

Trace the word perhaps. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word perhaps. 

 
  
 

Which word class does the word 

perhaps belong to?

perhaps

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

perhaps

perhaps
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: popular 3

Add the word popular to these sentences.

He was very _____________ at school. 

“Are you _____________?” asked Gran. 

This food is _____________ across America.

I love watching that _____________ TV show.

Write the syllables of the word  
popular inside the hands.

Finish off the word popular.

 
Now write the full word.

pop                                                    lar

                      r p                          

Write another word that you can make out of the  
letters in the word popular.

           

Write your own sentence containing the word popular.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word popular.

populer             popyular             poppuler

_______Trace the word popular. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word popular. 

 
  
 

Which word class does the word 

popular belong to?

popular

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

popular

popular
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: position 4

Add the word position to these sentences.

I sat in the wrong _____________.

_____________ the car within the space.

Sew the badge into _____________.

Smoke revealed the ____________ of the camp.

Write the syllables of the word position 
inside the hands.

Finish off the word position.

 
Now write the full word.

posi                                                                                                                                                   tion

                      n p                        

Write another word that you can make out of the  
letters in the word position.

           

Write your own sentence containing the word position.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word position.

persition         posician        possision

________Trace the word position. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word position. 

 
  
 

Which word class does the word 

position belong to?

position

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

position

position
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: possess 5

Add the word possess to these sentences.

I ___________ many different toys. 

“What do you_____________?” she asked.

You will ___________ lots of items in your lifetime.

I do not _____________ a television set.

Write the syllables of the word  
possess inside the hands.

Finish off the word possess.

 
Now write the full word.

poss                                      sess

                       s p                            

Which of these words means the same as possess?

 holiday    event    sometimes    perhaps

Write your own sentence containing the word possess.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word possess.

posess               pozses                persess

_______Trace the word possess. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word possess. 

 
  
 

Which word class does the word 

possess belong to?

possess

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

prepositon determiner

possess

possess
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